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 This is the first time that he has used his new toy on us and he needed a lot of help before he could finally play with our tight,
warm asses! We thought we would get a phone call from our new COCK HUNTER.... We must have been really horny because
we could not resist it, we asked him if he would like to join us! So we dropped our pants, he dropped his pants and grabbed his
hard dick, he got so horny that he let go of our mouths so that he could suck on his cock and fuck us with it. We licked his balls
and rubbed his hairy, rough hole, we got on our knees and teased his dick with our pussies and our tight asses, we asked him if
he would fuck us and when he finally did he pounded our wet pussies and tight asses, we begged him to fill us up with his cum
and in the end he did, he let go of our lips, gave us a wet kiss and left. To find more. Do you think that you could handle all the
attention he gives you? Our girlfriends have already said that they cannot wait for his next call! We might not be as pretty, as
slim and as slimy as some of the girls that he has fucked but if we don't do it, who will?Wallace Johnson, top official for the

Baptist Joint Committee for Religious Liberty, responded to the Supreme Court’s decision in Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado
Civil Rights Commission. I am stunned and troubled by the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Masterpiece Cakeshop v.

Colorado Civil Rights Commission. The decision does not protect religious freedom. It undermines it. The plaintiff, Jack
Phillips, has a bakery business, Masterpiece Cakeshop. He serves all, but he believes he cannot “celebrate” same-sex marriages

in the way he would wish. He disagreed with the Colorado Civil Rights Commission that his proposed wedding cake for a same-
sex couple constituted discrimination against gays. The Supreme Court said in a 5-4 decision that the Colorado Commission was

correct, even though it applied Colorado anti-discrimination law not to Phillips’ religious views but to his business’s conduct.
The Court declared that the Colorado law allowed businesses to refuse service on the basis of religion. Because the Court
granted Phillips’ request for a very narrow ruling, it made the ruling even more of a threat. It is not clear, for 82157476af
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